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Winning an Uphill Battle Together
“Have a dream, chase it down, jump over every single hurdle, and run
through fire and ice to get there.” — Whitney Wolfe Herd
Before the pandemic, the National Association of Women Business
Owners boasted that woman-owned businesses in the United States
represented the fastest growing economic sector, employing 9.4 million
and generating $1.6 trillion in revenue. However, it seems the pandemic
has erased a lot of these gains. We have seen a tremendous impact on
woman business owners, especially those who need capital to stay open
and care for school-aged children.
With or without the pandemic, access to capital remains a consistent
burden for woman-owned businesses. Their lack of access to critical
programs such as the Paycheck Protection Program underscored this
undeniable need. Unfortunately, woman-owned businesses received
the essential funding at a significantly lower rate than all U.S. businesses.
However, in recent legislation, Congress continues to make women a
priority, and we hope to see gains in access to capital.
School closings further amplified the devastating toll of the pandemic
on woman-owned businesses. Women scaled back their work or
altogether left their jobs due to childcare needs. NAWBO continues to
advocate and talk to lawmakers in the U.S. to find ways to bring these
woman-owned businesses back to their pre-pandemic levels of success.
Despite working toward equality for years, women continue to climb
an uphill battle in their professional careers. Woman-owned businesses
face the same burnout, exhaustion, and strife as all professionals. But, for
the woman-owned businesses, it is a unique journey. Many face solitude
and struggle to find confidence. Woman-owned businesses need
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trusted companions and a support network to tread the often lonely
and challenging entrepreneurship path. Beyond the pandemic, we need
to ensure that no woman feels isolated and is left trailblazing alone.
Whether joining a national organization like NAWBO or finding a
group of like-minded women to connect with via Hello Alice, we
must continue building alliances and sharing resources. Women need
platforms that allow them to communicate with other entrepreneurs
going through similar challenges and networks to find wisdom from
those on the other side of the same obstacle. NAWBO is proud to
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partner with Hello Alice to build these communities, so the womanowned businesses of the future have a supportive, well-informed, and
creative space for navigating her entrepreneurial journey.
In unprecedented numbers, women are leading their organizations
and communities with strength, vision, and heart. We are entering
a time of healing and seeing a rebirth of ingenuity. Together we can
lead through these times of change with empathy, patience, and
understanding. By sharing grace with ourselves and each other, our
businesses, communities, and economy will thrive again.
NAWBO commends Hello Alice on producing the 2021 Women’s
History Report. The valuable research it holds will help propel efforts
on all fronts for today and tomorrow’s woman-owned businesses.
When we come together as woman-owned businesses armed with
knowledge, support, and inspiration, we are an unstoppable force.
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Cristina Morales Heaney
NAWBO National Board Chair
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A Bright Future for Woman Entrepreneurs
“When I dare to be powerful, to use my strength in the service
of my vision, then it becomes less and less important whether
I am afraid.” — Audre Lorde
If 2020 taught woman entrepreneurs anything, it’s that we’re a lot
stronger than we give ourselves credit for. The same planning, patience,
and tenacity we use to manage our burgeoning empires on any given
day is the same energy that got us through a year fraught with loss
and uncertainty. But that’s the magic of woman business owners. Our
resilience is truly a superpower; our ability to see the light at the end of
the darkest tunnel is a gift.
Still, woman-led businesses have a lot to be optimistic about
in 2021. As women in leadership become more common and
more of us take charge of our economic power, we will continue
to have opportunities to grow and thrive. In 2021, more women
are determined to build their own footprint and find support.
While EnrichHER has been part of this movement for a while, we’re
excited that more and more sources of inspiration, community, and
financial assistance are appearing in this market.
Long before the pandemic, EnrichHER recognized the need for
companies led by women and leaders of color to benefit from new
technology and innovative solutions to get the resources they need to
thrive. These companies can no longer rely on the traditional financial
structures that haven’t yet changed to embrace our communities’
different needs.
As EnrichHER is focused on providing resources to companies led by
women and leaders of color, we’ve partnered with Hello Alice to expand
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our access to these communities. Through this partnership, we have
provided training and working capital to many of Hello Alice’s small
business owners. Our ultimate goal is to diversify business ownership
and change the entrepreneurial ecosystem by eliminating bias in the
financial sector, creating trustworthy financing options, and increasing
the availability of capital.
This work is important not only for the women who own these
businesses but for the communities who rely on these businesses
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to create jobs, develop relevant products and services, sustain
economies, and even influence politics and legislation. It’s long been
our philosophy at EnrichHER that once woman founders have a larger
role in the economy, we will be able to build a society that is more
reflective of our needs, desires, and aspirations.
Hello Alice shares in this philosophy. We proudly stand with them in
the journey to help woman entrepreneurs recover from the difficulties
of the pandemic and look confidently toward the possibilities of a
promising future.
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Dr. Roshawnna Novellus
EnrichHER Founder/CEO
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Overview
For women, entrepreneurship has always looked different than
it does for men. Running a business provides the chance for
independence, creative satisfaction, and income in a world where
others dictate the rules. Pioneers like Elizabeth Hobbs Keckley, whose
dressmaking business allowed her to buy her freedom from slavery
in 1855, and Brownie Wise, the Tupperware marketing genius who
revolutionized the practice of direct selling, prove the amazing things
women can accomplish despite limitations. That entrepreneurial
legacy continues in the 12.9 million woman-owned businesses in the
United States today.
There is, however, a significant gender gap that persists among small
businesses. Only 2.3% of venture capital funding went to womanowned businesses in 2020, and women both apply for and receive
business loans at rates lower than men. Additionally, an estimated
90% of woman-owned companies have no employee other than
the owner — a statistic noticeably higher than among all businesses.
According to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Foundation, “This
discrepancy suggests that we can and must do more to support
women in their efforts to build businesses, create jobs, and grow
our economy.”
Recent survey data from online graphic design marketplace
99designs also shows that almost three-quarters of woman
entrepreneurs who are mothers are the primary childcare provider,
and that 80% of these women started their business after becoming
a mother. They work through the weekends, hang out with their
friends less, and sleep fewer than eight hours — all while reporting
that they “sometimes feel guilty about entrepreneurship.” We
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have yet to find a way to make entrepreneurship compatible with
motherhood.
This Women’s History Month, Hello Alice set out to better understand
the more than 123,000 women on our platform. After analyzing a
combination of anonymous user data and survey responses from
our growing body of grant applications, we offer this comprehensive
look at woman-owned businesses and the challenges they face. We
hope this document provides a springboard for organizations and
individuals to work to ensure women’s ongoing success during the
pandemic and beyond.
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COVID-19: A Retrospective
The last year has been a blur of balance sheets and tough decisions for
woman entrepreneurs. Although 83% of women say they’re optimistic
about the future of their business during 2021, woman-owned
businesses operate in the industries most affected by the pandemic
and have been shut out of federal relief programs.
Social factors have also led experts to declare the current economic
downturn a “shecession.” Expected to pick up the extra work as
educators, caregivers, and mothers during the pandemic, women are
leaving the workforce in record numbers. An analysis of Bureau of
Labor Statistics data found that of the 140,000 jobs lost in December
2020, all of them were by women. After decades of progress, women’s
workforce participation rate has declined to its lowest rate since 1988.
There is still reason to view this time with hope. History tells us that
one of the best ways to promote the success of all women is to
promote entrepreneurship. When startup numbers exploded to their
highest rate in more than a decade following the Great Recession of
2008–2009, it was minority and woman-owned businesses that led
job creation throughout the recovery; Black women, in particular,
emerged as the fastest-growing group of entrepreneurs in the nation.
In the wake of the current recession, economists say a new startup
boom is already underway and that those new businesses will create
the majority of new jobs in America.
The Paycheck Protection Program’s latest rules should help accelerate
this positive trend by offering loans to businesses with no employees,
which are predominantly owned by women and people of color.
Still, Hello Alice data shows that woman-owned businesses currently
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generate less revenue and have more difficulty raising capital than
their peers. Pursuing entrepreneurship might allow women to
control their own destinies while boosting the overall economy, but a
continued lack of investment will limit their potential. It is in everyone’s
best interest to find ways to provide sustained, targeted relief to this
critical and growing demographic of small business owners.
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A Day in the Life of a Woman Entrepreneur

Elizabeth Gadbois is the owner of The Body Lounge, a
natural bath and body shop located in Stowe, Vermont.
Like many entrepreneurs, she’s also a wife and mother
to a college-age son. What follows is a diary of a regular
Monday as she juggles her multiple roles.

I get up and read the news with my breakfast. Do my hour walk. Look
at my to-do list from the day before, cross stuff off, and add more
items. Get a general idea of what to make for dinner and check on any
missing ingredients (add to the list). Send a text to my son about taxes
and the FAFSA (add some more items to the list).
Next, I head into the store-slash-office. It’s Monday, so I write up
orders from the weekend, check in with my staff about their daily
goals, what needs to get done, and who they need to call. Then I get
to work on labels for our new lotion line and create our brand’s 40th
scent profile. I order barcodes, jars, and supplies. I clean out mouse
traps (yep, for real).
I have to review payroll and write another email to a client about a
business I had to close due to difficulties finding staff. I try to stay positive
about the business that did survive and schedule time for a seminar
later this week for a potential new business venture with my son.
Next is lunch while I pack orders and call clients to secure more
orders. I schedule doctor, hair, and dentist visits. My son should be
looking into summer online college classes; I do it myself out of
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curiosity.
Time to post on Instagram and Facebook — necessary evils. After, I
work on my community outreach projects — not at all evil and very
necessary. I also investigate advertising opportunities and partnership
options to promote the store and wholesale business.
Break time: I cruise the interweb for dream vacations I can’t take
because I don’t have a vaccination yet and most of the world is shut
down. I chat with the owner at the store next door because she is
going through some stuff and needs an ear.
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It’s the middle of the afternoon, and I try to work on the new website.
Instead, I lose 20 minutes watching American Idol auditions on
YouTube because they bring me joy. Send out samples of product to
potential wholesale customers. Review the to-do list and try to get at
least six of the bigger items accomplished. Order new inventory. Pay
bills. Drive labeled orders to Post Office.
By now, it’s time to wrap it all up here and head home to make
dinner for the fam (but first, I stop at the store on the way home).
Hubby does clean up. I fold the laundry from the day before. We
watch a history show while snuggling and head to bed early. It’s our
downtime during very busy days.
I wouldn’t have it any other way.
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Elizabeth Gadbois
The Body Lounge
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Get to Know the Owners
Women comprise the majority of the Hello Alice community and operate businesses in
all 50 states. Women are also starting and running businesses at every age, with more
than half of this population over the age of 40.
This report compiles data from:

123,072

Woman
business owners

Sample size: 119,933
% of users
12

9,687
(8%)

10
8
6

16,785
(14%)

4

8,043
(7%)

12,473
(10%)

2

5,962
(6%)

Age Distribution of Women on Hello Alice:

30%

approx. 29%

30 – 39 years old

20%

40 – 49 years old

50 – 59 years old
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21% fell in the following age groups:
under 18, 18 – 29, 60 – 69, 70 or older, or prefer not to say

Son Young-Jung is a first-generation immigrant who
left her native Korea to settle in California, the top
state for woman entrepreneurs on Hello Alice. Today
she owns and operates Yei San Jib Restaurant in
Rowland Heights as a way to cast away feelings of
homesickness and bring people together.
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Get to Know the Owners
The woman business owners on Hello Alice encompass nearly all New Majority
segments, with significant representation among those with disabilities, the military
connected, and the LGBTQ+ community.
MILITARY

OWNERS WITH DISABILITIES

9%

15%
of woman business owners
identify as military connected
Sample size: 15,811

of woman business owners
identify as an owner with a disability

LGBTQ+

Sample size: 7,445

8%
of woman business owners identify as
part of the LGBTQ+ community
Sample size: 8,135
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A U.S. Army veteran, Krys Finley offers short-term
vacation rentals and property management services
through her Miami-based company, Brief Homes
International. Brief Homes sets itself apart with
curated cultural and community experiences aimed at
connecting people with the diversity of South Florida.

Are you a military-connected owner like Krys? Hello Alice built a Military-Connected Business
Resource Center to compile resources, how-to guides, and a community of entrepreneurs to
support your business.
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Greatest Business Challenge
When we asked woman small business owners about their greatest challenges,
the number one response was raising capital. About one-fourth of woman-owned
businesses also reported total revenue of less than $25,000 — seven percentage points
higher than among those who are not women. With limited cash flow and difficulty
accessing both traditional and emergency funding, woman-owned companies are
limited in their response to unforeseen challenges like a pandemic.

These are the top five biggest challenges faced
by woman business owners:

(Sample size: 101,507):

27%

Raise Capital
Operate My Business
Growing Business
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Acquire Customers
Build Awareness

of woman-owned businesses have a
company revenue under $25,000

Sample size: 98,210

Sindy Noguera is the owner of Guembo’s Café located
in Miami, Florida. Noguera prides herself on providing
affordable and delicious Central American cuisine to her
community. During the pandemic, she has struggled
with the costs of day-to-day operations, including utility
and lease payments.

The Women’s Business Enterprise National Council offers a woman-owned business
certification that unlocks exclusive funding and supplier opportunities.
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Top Industries

14% of woman-owned
businesses stated that
their business was in the
Beauty and Self-Care industry

14% of woman-owned
businesses stated
that their business was in
the Consumer Goods, Retail,
and E-Commerce industry

12% of woman-owned
businesses stated that
their business was in the
Professional Business
Services industry

12% of woman-owned
businesses stated that their
business was in the Healthcare
and Wellness industry

Sample size: 91,238

As one of the sectors most impacted by social distancing guidelines and stay-at-home
orders, beauty businesses, in particular, have transformed the ways they sell, market,
and operate. The latest round of the Paycheck Protection Program recognized the
industry’s acute need for funding with new rules that prioritize beauty entrepreneurs.
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Customer Acquisition
Strong customer relationships can be a powerful tool. In total, 40% of woman-owned
businesses report customer referrals as their top acquisition channel. One-third of woman
founders said their most important channel was social media.

40% of woman-owned businesses
said their top acquisition channel
was customer referrals

40%

Sample size: 77,847

33% of woman-owned businesses
said their top acquisition
channel was social media
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33%

Sample size: 77,847

Brina Dorser co-owns Hideaway Hilo with her husband,
Jerry Koizumi. Located in Hilo, Hawaii, the boutique pays
all employees a living wage and spotlights the work of
local artists and brands. While stay-at-home orders were
in effect, Dorser and her company used social media to
sell products and stay afloat.

We can all support the work of woman-owned businesses. Simply like, comment,
and share their social media posts!
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Funding
Among Hello Alice small business owners, woman entrepreneurs are interested
in funding at higher rates than men. Internal traffic data shows that woman
owners are primarily searching for grant opportunities, pitch competitions, and
accelerator programs.
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With behavior that aligns with their number one business challenge, woman small
business owners spend most of their time on Hello Alice looking for ways to raise capital.

Arielle Loren Palmer is the founder of 100K
Incubator, one of the first business funding
mobile apps for women. During the pandemic,
100K Incubator is helping women access funding
and transition to digital sales through Facebook and
Google ad technology.

This Guide, in partnership with our friends at Lendio, can help you navigate and apply for
the Paycheck Protection Program.
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Company Data
Woman business owners are optimistic. Although more than half of woman-owned
businesses did worse in 2020 compared to 2019, 84% said they expect to perform
better this year, and a similar percentage plans to spend more on software to adapt to
changing business conditions. The majority also reported that their path to ownership
was through personal savings — an indicator that women are invested in their ongoing
success.

79%

stated they expect their
business spending on
software to be more in 2021

Sample size: 8,208

approx. 6 in 10
58% stated that their business
performed worse in 2020
when compared to 2019

45%

Sample size: 100,867

Sample size: 8,208

03.2021

57%
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stated that their business is a
Limited Liability Corporation

stated that their path to
ownership was through their
personal savings

Sample size: 8,208

approx. 8 in 10
84% stated they expect
their business to perform
better in 2021

Sample size: 8,208

63%

stated that 75% – 100% of their
teams identify as one or more
New Majority demographics

Sample size: 93,237
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Where We Go From Here
Hello Alice data shows that 84% of woman entrepreneurs believe their business will
do better in 2021 than 2020, a display of optimism that outperforms the general survey
population. These business owners are undeterred by the challenges of the last year and
are ready to seize on new opportunities.
We are working to deliver the capital woman entrepreneurs need most. In partnership
with the NAACP, Pepsi, Mastercard, L’Oreal, and more, we are launching grant programs
that provide opportunities for women and the industries in which women most
commonly operate. Everyone who joins Hello Alice receives free, immediate access to
step-by-step business guides, thousands of industry-specific business resources, and a
peer-to-peer community of more than 360,000 small business owners ready to help
them succeed.
We also recognize that supporting woman-owned small businesses is all of our
collective responsibility. Now is the time to deliver the resources that recognize
woman entrepreneurs as the engines for growth and possibility they’ve always been.
We recommend partnering with EnrichHER, NAWBO, and other business support
organizations to build on their existing efforts and relationships. Mentor up-and-coming
woman entrepreneurs, and amplify the efforts of woman small business owners via
social media, professional networks, and whatever tools you have available. Most of all,
organizations and leaders must actively emphasize gender equity in every decision,
investment, and communication until it becomes part of the status quo.
Finally, to woman small business owners, we recommend the following actions for
immediate relief:
•

Follow the Engage Thoughtfully & Consciously Online Guide
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Complete this step-by-step guide from Hello Alice and Skai Blue Media to learn how
to use your brand as a positive online presence.
•

Apply for Federal Aid Programs
The new-and-improved Paycheck Protection Program is offering underserved
borrowers priority access to forgivable loans.

•

Join the EnrichHER community
Members of the EnrichHER community on Hello Alice receive peer-to-peer
mentorship from thousands of woman entrepreneurs.
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About Hello Alice
Hello Alice (helloalice.com) helps businesses launch and grow. A free
multi-channel platform powered by machine learning, Hello Alice guides
business owners by providing access to funding, networks, and services.
Through a network of more than 360,000 owners in all 50 states and across
the globe, Hello Alice is building the largest community of business owners in
the country while tracking data and trends to increase owner success rates.
Hello Alice partners with enterprise business services, government agencies,
and institutions looking to serve small and medium business owners to ensure
increased revenues and to provide the best-possible experience for owners
who want to start or grow their companies. Founded in 2017 by Elizabeth Gore
and Carolyn Rodz, Hello Alice believes in business for all — by providing access
to all owners, especially women, people of color, the military connected and
LGBTQ+ communities, and persons with disabilities. Hello Alice exists to serve
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every American with an entrepreneurial spirit.

HELLOALICE.COM

